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About This Game

First off: Duel Jousting was created with love, and all assets are custom.

• 5 Game Modes (Standard, Duel, Arena, Retro, Local CO-OP)

• Standard mode consists of maps with stages, many new maps unlock as you beat stages in any one map (50 stages)

• Arena Mode is survival with waves of enemies that get thrown at you repeatedly, and get harder each wave, major leveling up
and money is to be won here (you can unlock more Arena maps as well)

• Retro Mode is a fun and simple 16-Bit Mode (Powerups disabled, class system replaces it)

• CO-OP allows you to play with your Friends in almost every game mode except "Duel Mode"
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• Duel Mode is a special mode with special rules: Each time you enter and are a different level you will be matched with an
enemy at your level. Duel mode can only be done once per level since rewards are so high.

• In Game money shop where you can buy power-ups, weapons and armor, and many other goods.

• Level up with RPG stats and make your character powerful. (Level cap is 20 right now)

• Over a dozen Power-ups that randomly drop from the sky and help you win the battle.

• Customize your Jouster in the character customizer, change your dragons skin, suit up armor, etc.

• Achievements unlock in game rewards.

• Xbox controller support (FULL)

• New content is added with updates

As you play any game mode, destroying enemies will give experience points, then you will level up and become faster on
ground, air, and have an increased attack and defense (FULL RPG STAT SYSTEM, *refer to screenshots)

Customizing your dragon is fun, and makes you look amazing. But it's not all about looks, the armor gives defense boosts.
Currently there is a 4 tier armor system.

The shop is fully setup with tons of items to help you on your way, and is expandable, most importantly it is NOT A REAL
CASH SHOP.

Over a dozen powerups randomly drop from the sky that aid the player in battle. Each time you play any stage or powerup
supporting game mode, you never know when or where they will drop.

20+ achievements available

Every green egg is worth 2000 points, which adds to your High Score of that particular map, reaching a certain High Score in
any map will unlock rewards, but it is not the only way to unlock many things.
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After 5000 points you get+1 life after 10,000 points gained you get +1 life again (this is to help in higher stages and end game
content)

"The Hunter" a special AI enemy appears randomly from the green eggs if you do not get them in time, they will chase you
down, but killing them yields reward

Once you get reduced to 1 life, your dragon loses its jouster, but your dragon can still bite the enemies
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Title: Duel Jousting
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ShadowInk Designs
Publisher:
ShadowInk Designs
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 160 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c - compliant sound card

English
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duel combat inflatable jousting game. joust duel tier list. duel jousting

It has been years since I last bought a videogame. I've read a review of this game on an Italian game zine, and I decided to try it
right away. The idea of living different experiences really struck something in me, and I really can't complain about my choice!
I enjoyed all the experiences I've done so far, and I can't wait to try the others. I've never thought I could live again as a child or
feel what an old man feels when.. NO SPOILERS! Jokes aside, sometimes I feel that the authors left something out from the
dialogues or the storylines, but apart from that I really think this is a wonderful game, especially for the music and the graphics.
Great job guys! Keep it up!. I wish they had made a documentary about people who made good games, rather than people who
made bad ones.... "What does it mean to be truly safe? Is it how you avoid danger, or how you face danger with eyes open, and a
d!ck erect? I feel it's the latter...What I do...I do for my bike."

- Cr1TiKaL while playing this game.

Needs more "encefalon" injuries. Bought into early access a long time ago. this game just is not developing fast enough for a
reccomendation. Stay away until you see significant improvements. I'll update this if things change for the better...

No improvement. Do not even spend the .99 cents. I need to find a way of actually deleting the game from my game list.. A
uniquely great game, but it needs many more servers and players.. Beautiful and with a playstyle I could seriously enjoy.
However, in my short play time I spent a good deal just waiting for the character to move around. On the fight with the first
trigon, you are supposed to die many times I guess (each time you get more info about the trigon and how to fight it) but it takes
like a minute of animation for it to start doing anything.

Beautiful, interesting gameplay mechanics, absolute snoozefest.. Okay, so I brought this (and other seasonal) DLC looking
forward to the tavern decorations but they do not apply, they were only used at the time of the season as a temporary patch and
later removed. So you never actually get the tavern decorations if you buy the DLC at a later date. Very disappointing. I did read
the devs say they were going to make the tavern decorations available in their last ever run of updates in 2014 but clearly that
didn't happen.. I had a CD copy of this game when I was around 10. Saddly I lost it after move into the new home. I can't
believe I found it on Steam.
It's a great game compare to other money garbing simulation game.
Do mind that graphics is really old, but it works perfectly on Windows 10 since developers still maintain it after 14 years.

Transport Fever is just a copy\/paste of this game.
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Installed and love it. Have no problems with it at all. All gauges and cockpit features work. Fun plane to fly. super simple game
but I really enjoyed it. Audio only in my right ear.. great local mp game :). This game is, unfortunately, not up to par with what
can be expected from Artifex Mundi, even if it is only published by them and not actually of their design.

The story is full of holes, some conclusions require spectacular leaps of logic and having to refer back to the diary constantly
when you actually want to follow said leaps gets tiresome really quick. The puzzles are fairly standard.

Additionally, when last I fired up this game it had, apparently, gotten a German localization, and since my machine's language
setting is German it switched the language. The translation is... not great. I would have much preferred to be able to select the
language for myself.. Nemesis, or Sherlock Holmes vs. Arsene Lupin as it is also known, improves on its predescessors in
almost every way, but adds a few new bugs and minor annoyances as well. On the whole, this is a vast improvement over the
previous games. The graphics are smoother and more consistent, the POV isn't as buggy, and the puzzles are challenging but not
impossible. Well, mostly not impossible. Some of them are pretty dang tough. If I have any major criticism of this game, it's
that you have to do a LOT of backtracking, whether it's to solve a puzzle or just move on to the next part of the adventure. As
tedious as that can be at times, it was still an incredibly enjoyable game which I would recommend to all fans of the adventure
genre or of the source material.. SUPER BENBO QUEST: TURBO DELUXE is a game that shakes all your expectations.
Incredibly self aware, and proud of what it is, it aims to fill every second with a new thrill - it will try its hardest to make you
chuckle (and, if you were to be of this game's target audience, succeed very often).

Under the meme facade, hides a game that can be unforgivingly difficult, although this applies mostly to the final level. I
believe that some platforming sections border on spite and, although there is nothing wrong with that by itself, a few extra
checkpoints would have aleviated my extreme suffering.

However, every feeling of rage I had dissipated in the ending, which gave me such catharsis and fulfillment that I felt humble
tears forming - which I managed to hold back.

kek 420/500. It's ok. Cant say I would recommend it. Camera angles are what messes this one up.. If you like mobile games, but
wish they were less mobile, then this game is for you, I guess.
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